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INTRODUCING THE NEW MENORQUIN 68 FB - ‘FLAGSHIP’ OF SASGA YACHTS MENORQUIN RANGE

LOA: 21.28m – Hull Length: 19.98m – Bmax: 5.80m – Draft: 1.65m – Displacement: 32Tm – Engines: 2x 500-800Hp
Unveiled recently, Menorcan boat builder, Sasga Yachts, has launched a new ‘flagship’ to the Menorquin range – the 68 FB (Fly-Bridge
version), designed by Barracuda Yacht Design. We first became involved with Sasga in 2010, since then, the range comprises the 34,
42, 54 and latest 68 FB with us responsible for design of the entire range.

Optimised for economical cruising, the new ’flagship’ 68 FB hull is a handsome and rugged
looking, deep-v, semi-displacement design, allowing passengers a soft, comfortable and
compliant ride.
Emotional and physical reminders are drawn from centuries-old Llaüts – traditional, Balearic,
multi-chine, double-ended fishing boats, some still in use even today.
The vertical stem, high top-sides, rounded canoe-stern and generous beam, carried almost the
entire length of the hull, has resulted in exceptionally voluminous interior and exterior spaces.
The accentuated roof over the top of the saloon is not just a
visual Menorquin family characteristic, it offers shade, helping to keep the inside cool. It lengthens
and streamlines the side-profile, and provides the aft-deck with pillar-less overhead protection and
uninterrupted views.
Dominated by tall windows, there’s superb visibility and natural light in the open-plan saloon. The galley
is intelligently located near to the dining table and aft-terrace for ease of serving and clearing away.
Accommodation is offered as one of two main layout options – a six or eight person option, each with
the addition of two crew berths included.
Pictures here show the eight guest layout, comprising two separate, double-berth VIP cabins mid-ships,
a twin-berth cabin to starboard and a double-berth master cabin located in the bow.
Sasga Yachts build quality has turned this outwardly traditional design in to a very comfortable,
modern, efficient and practical option for today’s owner.
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